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Parameter necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the discrete mini-
max programming problem with differentiable n-set functions are established in
w  . xZalmai Optimization 20 1989 377]395 . In this paper, we establish nonparameter
necessary and sufficient optimality conditions. The nonparameter necessary opti-
mality conditions suggest the establishment of two parameter-free duality models
for the discrete minimax programming problem with differentiable n-set functions,
and the weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems have been derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we shall establish the necessary and sufficient nonparame-
ter optimality conditions and also construct two parameter-free duality
models for the following class of discrete minimax programming problems
1Research partly supported by NSC, Taiwan.
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 w x.containing n-set functions cf. Zalmai 33
f S .i
P Minimize max .
g S1FiFr  .i
subject to S s S , S , . . . , S g A n .1 2 n
and
h S F 0, j g m , .j
where A n is the n-fold product of a s-algebra A of subsets of a given set
 4X, m s 1, 2, . . . , m , f , g , i g r, and h , j g m, are differentiable real-i i j
n  .  .valued functions defined on A , and for each i g r, g S ) 0 and f S Gi i
 .0, for all S g C , the set of feasible solutions of P .P
The general theory for optimizing set functions was first developed by
w xMorris 27 . Several authors have recently been interested in the optimiza-
wtion problem of set functions. For details, one can consult 1]7, 9]12,
x w x15]21, 25, 27]33 . Zalmai 33 used a parametric approach to derive the
parameter necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the discrete
minimax programming problem with differentiable n-set functions, and
w x Zalmai 31 established a Gordan-type transposition theorem theorem of
.  w x.alternative for convex n-set functions cf. also Lai and Szilagyi 15 and
 . w xused it to construct a dual to P . In 28 , Preda proved some sufficient
w xoptimality conditions and duality results of Zalmai 33 under more general
w xassumptions than convexity. Recently, Bector et al. 3 developed the
Lagrangian approach to establish duality in the nondifferentiable discrete
minimax programming problem with n-set functions.
w xIn this paper, we restate the necessary conditions of Zalmai 33 and use
them to construct two parameter-free duality models for the discrete
minimax programming problem with differentiable n-set functions, and the
weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems have been derived.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .  .Let X, A, m be a finite atomless measure space with L X, A, m1
 n .separable and let A , d be a pseudometric space, where d is the
pseudometric on A n defined by
1r2n
2d R , S s m R DS , .  . k k 5
ks1
for R s R , . . . , R and S s S , . . . , S g A n , .  .1 n 1 n
where D denotes the symmetric difference of sets.
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 .For f g L X, A, m and V g A, the integral H f dm will be denoted by1 V
 :f , x , where x denotes the characteristic function of V, and isV V
 .regarded as an element of L X, A, m .`
Now we will define the notion of differentiability for n-set functions.
w xThis was originally introduced by Morris 27 ; their n-set counterparts are
w xdiscussed in Corley 5 .
A set function F: A ¬ R is said to be differentiable at S0 if there exist
 .0an element DF g L X, A, m , and a set function c : A = A ¬ R suchS 1
that for each S g A,
0  : 00 0F S s F S q DF , x y x q c S, S , .  .  .S S S
 0.   0..  0.  0.0where c S, S is o d S, S ; that is, lim c S, S rd S, S s 0.dS, S .ª 0
An n-set function Q: A n ¬ R is said to have a partial deri¨ ati¨ e at
0  0 0.  .S s S , . . . , S with respect to its k th argument if the function F S s1 n k
 0 0 0 0. 0Q S , . . . , S , S , S , . . . , S has derivative DF , k g n; in that case,1 ky1 k kq1 n Sk
the kth partial deri¨ ati¨ e of Q at S0 is defined by
D Q 0 s DF 0 , k g n.k S Sk
The n-set function Q: A n ¬ R is said to be differentiable at S0 g A n if
there exist partial derivatives D Q 0 for all k g n, and c : A n = A n ¬ Rk S
such that
n
0 0 :0 0Q S s Q S q D Q , x y x q c S, S , .  .  . k S S Sk k
ks1
 0.   0..  . nwhere c S, S is o d S, S for any S s S , . . . , S g A .1 n
w xThe following definitions can be found in Zalmai 33 .
DEFINITION 2.1.
 . n1 A differentiable n-set function Q: A ¬ R is said to be r-con¨ex
 . nstrictly r-con¨ex if there exists r g R such that for all R, S g A ,
n
2 :Q R G ) Q S q D Q , x y x q r d R , S . .  .  .  . k S R Sk k
ks1
The n-set function Q is said to be strongly con¨ex, con¨ex, or weakly con¨ex
according to r ) 0, r s 0, or r - 0.
 . n2 A differentiable n-set function Q: A ¬ R is said to be r-quasi-
 .con¨ex strictly r-quasicon¨ ex if there exists r g R such that for all
R, S g A n,
n
2 :Q R F Q S implies D Q , x y x F - y r d R , S . .  .  .  . k S R Sk k
ks1
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The n-set function Q is said to be strongly quasicon¨ ex, quasicon¨ ex, or
weakly quasicon¨ ex according to r ) 0, r s 0, or r - 0.
 . n3 A differentiable n-set function Q: A ¬ R is said to be r-pseudo-
 .con¨ex strictly r-pseudocon¨ ex if there exists r g R such that for all
n  .R, S g A with R / S ,
n
2 :D Q , x y x G yr d R , S implies Q R G ) Q S . .  .  .  . k S R Sk k
ks1
The n-set function Q is said to be strongly pseudocon¨ ex, pseudocon¨ ex, or
weakly pseudocon¨ ex according to r ) 0, r s 0, or r - 0.
 .It is well known that the problem P is equivalent to the following
nonfractional parametric problem:
ÄP Minimize l .
subject to f S y lg S F 0, i g r , .  .i i
h S F 0, j g m , .j
S g A n , l g R.
w x nLEMMA 2.1 33, Lemma 3.1 . If the set S* g A is an optimal solution of
 .  .   .  ..P , then the pair S*, l* , with l* s max f S* rg S* , is an opti-1F iF r i i
Ä 0 0 Ä 0 .  .  .mal solution of P . Con¨ersely, if S , l is optimal for P , then S is an
 .optimal solution of P .
w xWith the help of this parameter approach and the result of Corley 5 ,
w xZalmai 33 established a set of parameter necessary optimality conditions
 .for P as follows.
w x nTHEOREM 2.1 33, Theorem 3.1 . Let S* g A be a regular optimal
 w x.  .solution cf. 5 of P and let f , g , i g r, and h , j g m, be differentiable ati i j
S*. Then there exist u* g R r , r uU s 1, ¨* g R m, l* g R such thatq is1 i q
r m
U U
Uw xu D f y l*D g q ¨ D h , x y x G 0, . i k iS* k iS* j k jS* S Sk k ; /
is1 js1
for all S g A, k g n ,k
Uu f S* y l*g S* s 0, i g r , .  .i i i
¨U h S* s 0, j g m. .j j
We also need the following lemma.
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w x nLEMMA 2.2 33, Lemma 3.2 . For each S g A , one has
f S ' max f S rg S .  .  . .i i
1FiFr
r r
s max u f S u g S , .  . i i i i /ugI is1 is1
 r < r 4where I s u g R  u s 1 .q is1 i
 .In order to construct parameter-free duality models for problem P , we
shall formulate parameter-free versions of Theorem 2.1 as follows.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let S* be a regular optimal solution of P . Suppose that
f , g , i g r, and h , j g m, are differentiable at S*. Then there exist u* g Ii i j
and ¨* g R m such that, for any S g A, k g n,q k
r




Uq ¨ D h , x y x G 0, 2.1 .  . j k jS* S Sk k ;/
js1
¨U h S* s 0, j g m , 2.2 .  .j j
and obtain the optimal ¨alue by
F S*, u* f S* .  .i
f S* s s max , 2.3 .  .
C S*, u* g S*1FiFr .  .i
 . r U  .  . r U  .where F S*, u* s  u f S* and C S*, u* s  u g S* .is1 i i is1 i i
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1, there exist u* g R r ,q
r U m   .  .. u s 1, ¨* g R , l* s max f S* rg S* such thatis1 i q 1F iF r i i
r m
U U
Uw xu D f y l*D g q ¨ D h , x y x G 0, . i k iS* k iS* j k jS* S Sk k ; /
is1 js1
for all S g A, k g n ,k
¨U h S* s 0, j g m. .j j
r U  . r U  .From Lemma 2.2, substituting  u f S* r u g S* for l* andis1 i i is1 i i




 .THEOREM 3.1 Sufficient optimality conditions . Let S* g C , the feasi-P
 . mble set for problem P , and assume that there exist u* g I and ¨* g R suchq
 .  .that 2.1 ] 2.3 are satisfied. Let
G S s C S*, u* F S, u* y F S*, u* C S, u* , .  .  .  .  .
m
UH S s ¨ h S , .  . j j
js1
K S s G S q H S . .  .  .
If any one of the following conditions holds:
 .a f , i g r, is r -con¨ex at S*, yg , i g r, is r -con¨ex at S*, h ,i 1 i i 2 i j
j g m, is r -con¨ex at S*, and3 j
r m
U Uu r C S*, u* q r F S*, u* q ¨ r G 0, .  . i 1 i 2 i j 3 j
is1 js1
 .b K is r-con¨ex at S* and r G 0,
 .c G is r -pseudocon¨ ex at S*, H is r -quasicon¨ ex at S*, and r q r1 2 1 2
G 0,
 .d G is r -quasicon¨ ex at S*, H is strictly r -pseudocon¨ ex at S*, and1 2
 .r q r G 0, then S* is an optimal solution of P .1 2
 .Proof. Suppose that S* is not an optimal solution of P . Then there
exists a feasible solution S1 g C such thatP
f S* ) f S1 . .  .
 .From 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we have
F S*, u* r u f S1 r uU f S1 F S1 , u* .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
) max G s .Ur 1 r 1 1C S*, u*  u g S  u g S C S , u*ugI .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
It follows that
G S1 s C S*, u* F S1 , u* y F S*, u* C S1 , u* - 0 s G S* . .  .  .  .  .  .
3.1 .
1  .  .Using both the feasibility of S for P and the inequality 2.2 , we have
H S1 F 0 s H S* . 3.2 .  .  .
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 .  .Consequently, the expressions 3.1 and 3.2 yield
K S1 - K S* . 3.3 .  .  .
 .If hypothesis a holds, then the following inequalities are valid:
n
1  :U1f S G f S* q D f , x y x .  . i i k iS* S Sk k
ks1
qr d2 S1 , S* , i g r , 3.4 .  .1 i
n
1  :U1yg S G yg S* q D yg , x y x .  .  .i i k iS* S Sk k
ks1
qr d2 S1 , S* , i g r , 3.5 .  .2 i
n
1  :U1h S G h S* q D h , x y x .  . j j k jS* S Sk k
ks1
qr d2 S1 , S* , j g m. 3.6 .  .1 j
 . U  .  . U  .  . UNow, multiplying 3.4 by u C S*, u* , 3.5 by u F S*, u* , 3.6 by ¨ ,i i j
 .  .and adding the resulting inequalities, from 2.1 and 3.3 , we obtain
r m
U U 20 ) u r C S*, u* q r F S*, u* q ¨ r d S , S* , .  .  . i 1 i 2 i j 3 j 1 /
is1 js1
which contradicts the fact
r m
U Uu r C S*, u* q r F S*, u* q ¨ r G 0. .  . i 1 i 2 i j 3 j
is1 js1
 .  .Hypothesis b follows along the same lines as a .
 .If hypothesis c holds, using the r -pseudoconvexity of G and the1
 .inequality 3.1 , we get
n r
U
U1u C S*, u* D f y F S*, u* D g , x y x .  .  i k iS* k iS* S S ;k k /
ks1 is1
- yr d2 S1 , S* . 3.7 .  .1
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 .Using the r -quasiconvexity of H and the inequality 3.2 , we have2
n m
U 2 1
U1¨ D h , x y x F yr d S , S* . 3.8 .  .  j k jS* S S 2 ;k k
ks1 js1
 .  .  .Consequently, the expressions 2.1 , 3.7 , and 3.8 yield
0 ) r q r d2 S1 , S* , .  .1 2
which is also a contradiction of the fact
r q r G 0.1 2
 .  .Hypothesis d follows along the same lines as c . Hence, the proof is
complete.
4. DUALITY THEOREMS
 .From the optimality conditions for problem P , we can formulate the
following nonparameter dual problem:
r u f V F V , u .  .is1 i i
D1 Maximize ' . r  / u g V C V , u .  .is1 i i
subject to V g A n , u g I ,
and for any S g A, k g n , ¨ g R m,k q
r m
u C V , u D f y F V , u D g q ¨ D h , .  . i k iV k iV j k jV /
is1 js1
x y x G 0, 4.1 .  .S Vk k ;
m
¨ h V G 0, 4.2 .  . j j
js1
where F and C are defined as in Theorem 2.2. We denote by C the setD1
 .of all feasible solutions of problem D1 . Throughout this section and the
 .  . nnext, it will be assumed that F V, u G 0 and C V, u ) 0 for all V g A
m  .and u g I such that, for ¨ g R , V, u, ¨ is a feasible solution of the dualq
problem under consideration. We shall establish the following weak,
 .  .strong, and strict converse duality theorems for P and D1 .
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 .  .THEOREM 4.1 Weak duality . Let S g C , V, u, ¨ g C , and letP D1
G S s C V , u F S, u y F V , u C S, u , .  .  .  .  .
m
H S s ¨ h S , .  . j j
js1
and define
K S s G S q H S . .  .  .
If any one of the following conditions holds:
 .a f , i g r, is r -con¨ex, yg , i g r, is r -con¨ex, h , j g m, isi 1 i i 2 i j
r w  .  .x mr -con¨ex, and  u r C V, u q r F V, u q  ¨ r G 0,3 j is1 i 1 i 2 i js1 j 3 j
 .b K is r-con¨ex and r G 0,
 .c G is r -pseudocon¨ ex, H is r -quasicon¨ ex, and r q r G 0,1 2 1 2
 .d G is r -quasicon¨ ex, H is strictly r -pseudocon¨ ex, and r q r G 0,1 2 1 2
 .then the function f S , defined as in Lemma 2.2, is not less than
 .  .F V, u rC V, u ; that is,
F V , u .
f S G . .
C V , u .
Proof. Suppose
F V , u .
f S - . .
C V , u .
From Lemma 2.2, we have
F V , u r a f S r u f S F S, u .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
) max G s .r rC V , u  a g S  u g S C S, uagI .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
It follows that
G S s C V , u F S, u y F V , u C S, u - 0 s G V . 4.4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .By using both the feasibility of S for P and the inequality 4.2 , we have
H S F 0 F H V . 4.5 .  .  .
 .  .Consequently, the expressions 4.4 and 4.5 yield
K S - K V . 4.6 .  .  .
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 .If hypothesis a holds, then the following inequalities are valid:
n
 :f S G f V q D f , x y x .  . i i k iV S Vk k
ks1
qr d2 S, V , i g r , 4.7 .  .1 i
n
y g S G yg V q D yg , x y x : .  .  .i i k iV S Vk k
ks1
qr d2 S, V , i g r , 4.8 .  .2 i
n
 :h S G h V q D h , x y x .  . j j k jV S Vk k
ks1
qr d2 S, V , j g m. 4.9 .  .1 j
 .  .  .  .  .Now, multiplying 4.7 by u C V, u , 4.8 by u F V, u , 4.9 by ¨ , andi i j
 .  .adding the resulting inequalities, from 4.1 and 4.6 , we obtain
r m
20 ) u r C V , u q r F V , u q ¨ r d S, V , .  .  . i 1 i 2 i j 3 j /
is1 js1
which contradicts the fact
r m
u r C V , u q r F V , u q ¨ r G 0. .  . i 1 i 2 i j 3 j
is1 js1
 .  .Hypothesis b follows along the same lines as a .
 .  .If hypothesis c holds, using the r -pseudoconvexity of G and 4.4 , we1
get
n r
u C V , u D f y F V , u D g , x y x .  .  .  i k iV k iV S V ;k k /
ks1 is1
- yr d2 S, V . 4.10 .  .1
 .Using the r -quasiconvexity of H and the inequality 4.5 , we have2
n m
2¨ D h , x y x F yr d S, V . 4.11 .  .  j k jV S V 2 ;k k
ks1 js1
 .  .  .Consequently, the inequalities 4.1 , 4.10 , and 4.11 yield
0 ) r q r d2 S, V . .  .1 2
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This contradicts the given condition
r q r G 0.1 2
 .  .Hypothesis d follows along the same lines as c . Hence, the proof is
complete.
 .THEOREM 4.2 Strong duality . Let S* be a regular optimal solution of
 .P , and assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold for all feasible
 . m  .solutions of D1 , then there exist u* g I and ¨* g R such that S*, u*, ¨*q
 .is an optimal solution of D1 .
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there exist u* g I and ¨* g R m such thatq
 .  .  .  .S*, u*, ¨* is a feasible solution of D1 . Since P and D1 have the same
 .objective function, the optimality of this feasible solution for D1 follows
from Theorem 4.1.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3 Strict converse duality . Let S* and S, u, ¨ be optimal
 .  .solutions of P and D1 , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem 4.2 are fulfilled. Let
G S s C S, u F S, u y F S, u C S, u , .  .  . .  .
m
H S s ¨ h S , .  . j j
js1
K S s G S q H S . .  .  .
If any one of the following conditions holds:
 .  .a In the condition a of Theorem 4.1, if one of the three r-con¨ex
r w  .functions is replaced by strictly r-con¨exity, or  u r C S, u qis1 i 1 i
m .xr F S, u q  ¨ r ) 0 holds,2 i js1 j 3 j
 .b G is strictly r -pseudocon¨ ex, H is r -quasicon¨ ex, and r q r G 0,1 2 1 2
 .then S* s S; that is, S is also the optimal solution of P .
Proof. If we assume S / S*, then it would exhibit a contradiction.
From Theorem 4.2, we know that there exist u* g I and ¨* g R m suchq
 .  .that S*, u*, ¨* is an optimal solution of D1 and
F S*, u* .
f S* s . .
C S*, u* .
Suppose
F S, u .
f S* F . .
C S, u .
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From Lemma 2.2, we have
r rF S, u  u f S*  u f S* F S*, u .  .  . . is1 i i is1 i iG max G s .r r u g S*  u g S* C S*, uugI  .  .  .C S, u . is1 i i is1 i i
It follows that
G S* s C S, u F S*, u y F S, u C S*, u F 0 s G S . 4.12 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .By using both the feasibility of S* for P and the inequality 4.2 , we have
H S* F 0 F H S . 4.13 .  .  .
 .  .Consequently, the expressions 4.12 and 4.13 yield
K S* - K S . 4.14 .  .  .
 .If hypothesis b holds, using the strictly r -pseudoconvexity of G and1
 .4.12 , we get
n r
Uu C S, u D f y F S, u D g , x y x . .  .  i k iS k iS S S ;k k /
ks1 is1
2- yr d S*, S . 4.15 .  .1
 .Using the r -quasiconvexity of H and the inequality 4.13 , we have2
n m
2¨ D h , x y x F yr d S*, S . 4.16 .  .  j k jS S S 2 ;k k
ks1 js1
 .  .  .Consequently, the inequalities 4.1 , 4.15 , and 4.16 yield
20 ) r q r d S*, S . .  .1 2
This contradicts the given condition
r q r G 0.1 2
Thus, we have
F S, u .
f S* ) . .
C S, u .
This contradicts the fact
F S*, u* F S, u .  .
f S* s s . .
C S*, u* . C S, u .
 .  .  .Therefore, we conclude that S s S*, and f S* s F S, u rC S, u .
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 .  .Hypothesis a follows along the same lines as b and the sequences of
steps taken in the proof of Theorem 4.1 with S replaced by S* and
 .  ..V, u, ¨ by S, u, ¨ . Hence, the proof is complete.
5. DUALITY THEOREMS
 .In this section, we shall show that the following problem D2 is also
 .dual problem for P :
r u f V y m ¨ h V .  .is1 i i js1 j j
D2 Maximize . r u g V .is1 i i
F V , u y L V , ¨ .  .
'  /F V , u .
subject to V g A n , u g I , ¨ g R m,q
and for any S g A, k g n ,k
r m
C V , u u D f q ¨ D h .  i k iV j k jV
is1 js1
r
y F V , u y L V , ¨ u D g , x y x G 0, 5.1 .  .  . i k iV S Vk k;
is1
m
¨ h V G 0, 5.2 .  . j j
js1
 . m  .where L V, ¨ s  ¨ h V . We denote by C the set of all feasiblejs1 j j D2
 .solutions of problem D2 . We shall establish the following weak, strong,
 .  .and strict converse duality theorems for P and D2 .
 .  .THEOREM 5.1 Weak duality . Let S g C , V, u, ¨ g C , and letP D 2
L S s C V , u F S, u y F V , u y L V , ¨ C S, u , .  .  .  .  .  .
m
H S s ¨ h S , .  . j j
js1
M S s L S q C V , u H S . .  .  .  .
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If any one of the following conditions holds:
 .  .a L is r -pseudocon¨ ex, H is r -quasicon¨ ex, and r q C V, u r G1 2 1 2
0,
 .b L is r -quasicon¨ ex, H is strictly r -pseudocon¨ ex, and r q1 2 1
 .C V, u r G 0,2
 .c M is r-con¨ex and r G 0,
then
F V , u y L V , ¨ .  .
f S G , .
C V , u .
 .where f S is defined as in Lemma 2.2.
Proof. Suppose
F V , u y L V , ¨ .  .
f S - . .
C V , u .
From Lemma 2.2, we have
F V , u y L V , ¨ r a f S r u f S F S, u .  .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
) max G s .r rC V , u  a g S  u g S C S, uagI .  .  .  .is1 i i is1 i i
It follows that
L S s C V , u F S, u y F V , u y L V , ¨ C S, u .  .  .  .  .  .
- 0 F L V , ¨ F S, u s L V . 5.3 .  .  .  .
 .  .Using both the feasibility of S for P and the inequality 5.2 , we have
H S F 0 F H V . 5.4 .  .  .
 .  .Consequently, the expressions 5.3 and 5.4 yield
M S - M V . 5.5 .  .  .
 .If hypothesis a holds, using the r -pseudoconvexity of L and the inequal-1
 .ity 5.3 , we get
n r r
u C V , u D f y F V , u y L V , ¨ u D g , .  .  .  i k iV i k iV /
ks1 is1 is1
x y x - yr d2 S, V . 5.6 .  .  .S V 1;k k
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 .  .Using the r -quasiconvexity of H and nonnegativity of C V, u and 5.4 ,2
we have
n m
2C V , u ¨ D h , x y x F yC V , u r d S, V . 5.7 .  .  .  .  j k jV S V 2 ;k k
ks1 js1
 .  .  .Consequently, the expressions 5.1 , 5.6 , and 5.7 yield
0 ) r q C V , u r d2 S, V , .  . .1 2
which contradicts the condition
r q C V , u r G 0. .1 2
 .  .  .Hypotheses b and c follow along the same lines as a . Hence, the proof
is complete.
Similarly, we can prove the following strong duality and strict converse
duality theorems.
 .THEOREM 5.2 Strong duality . Let S* be a regular optimal solution of
 .P , and assume that the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold for all feasible
 . m  .solutions of D2 , then there exist u* g I and ¨* g R such that S*, u*, ¨*q
 .is an optimal solution of D2 .
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there exist u* g I and ¨* g R m such thatq
 .  .  .S*, u*, ¨* is a feasible solution of D2 and L S*, ¨* s 0. The optimality
 .of this feasible solution for D2 follows from Theorem 5.1.
 .  .THEOREM 5.3 Strict converse duality . Let S* and S, u, ¨ be optimal
 .  .solutions of P and D2 , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the assumptions of
Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled. Let
L S s C S, u F S, u y F S, u y L S, ¨ C S, u , .  .  . .  .  .
m
H S s ¨ h S . .  . j j
js1
 .If L is strictly r -pseudocon¨ ex, H is r -quasicon¨ ex, and r q C S, u r G1 2 1 2
 .0, then S* s S; that is, S is an optimal solution of P .
Proof. We assume that S / S* and exhibit a contradiction. From
Theorem 5.2, we know that there exist u* g I and ¨* g R m such thatq
 .  .S*, u*, ¨* is an optimal solution of D2 and
F S*, u* y L S*, ¨* .  .
f S* s . .
C S*, u* .
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Suppose
F S, u y L S, ¨ .  .
f S* F . .
C V , u .
From Lemma 2.2, we have
rF S, u y L S, ¨  u f S* . .  . is1 i iG max r u g S*ugI  .C S, u . is1 i i
r u f S* F S*, u .  .is1 i iG s .r u g S* C S*, u .  .is1 i i
It follows that
L S* s C S, u F S*, u y F S, u y L S, ¨ C S*, u .  .  . .  .  .
F 0 F L S, ¨ F S*, u s L S . 5.8 .  .  . .
 .Using the strictly r -pseudoconvexity of L and the inequality 5.8 , we1
have
n r r
u C S, u D f y F S, u y L S, ¨ u D g , .  .  .  i k iS i k iS /
ks1 is1 is1
2
Xx y x - yr d S*, S . 5.9 .  .S S 1;k k
 .  .From both the feasibility of S* for P and the inequality 5.2 , we have
H S* F 0 F H S . 5.10 .  .  .




UC S, u ¨ D h , x y x F yC S, u r d S*, S . 5.11 .  . .  .  j k jS S S 2 ;k k
ks1 js1
 .  .  .Consequently, the expressions 5.1 , 5.9 , and 5.11 yield
20 ) r q C S, u r d S*, S , . . .1 2
which contradicts the condition
r q C S, u r G 0. .1 2
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Thus, we have
F S, u y L S, ¨ .  .
f S* ) . .
C V , u .
This contradicts the fact
F S*, u* y L S*, ¨* F S, u y L S, ¨ .  .  .  .
f S* s s . .
C S*, u* . C S, u .
Therefore, we conclude that S s S*, and
F S, u y L S, ¨ .  .
f S* s . .
C S, u .
Hence, the proof is complete.
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